MANAGING THE WHITE SPACE

By Geary A. Rummler and Alan P. Brache

An awful lot of managers don’t understand their business. That sounds like a line of boilerplate from a screed on “getting close to your customers,” doesn’t it? But we’re talking about something else.

The sermon on knowing thy customer as thyself is a good and worthy one. And it has been delivered so loudly and so often for the past several years that many companies have taken it to heart. A lot of managers—the good ones—now know quite a bit about their customers. Spurred by the simultaneous pounding on the themes of “back to basics” and “stick to the knitting,” many also understand their own products or services. Some even know the competition pretty well.

Yet here we are announcing that managers don’t understand their business. What we mean is this: They don’t understand, at a sufficient level of detail, how their companies get products developed, made, sold and distributed.

We believe the main reason for this is that most managers view their organizations from a perspective that is fundamentally flawed. They see the business through a cracked lens.

There is a better way to look at an organization and to run one. It’s called process management. Companies including IBM, Ford, Boeing, GTE, Motorola, McDonnell Douglas and AT&T are using it to improve the way they do all sorts of things.

Before we can judge the virtues of this new set of lenses, however, we have to see what the world looks like through the glasses we’re wearing now.

The Vertical View

Ask managers to draw pictures of their companies. You’ll almost always get something that looks like the traditional organization chart depicted in Figure 1. The drawing may have more tiers, more boxes and different labels, but what it will show is the fact that each department or business unit
has its own management hierarchy.
As a picture of a business, what's missing in Figure 1? Well, it doesn't show the products or services we provide. It leaves out the customers we serve. And it gives us no sense of the work flow through which we develop, produce and deliver our products. In short, the familiar organization chart doesn't show what we do, for whom we do it or how we do it. Other than that, it's a great picture of a business.
Hold on, you say. An organization chart isn't supposed to show those things.
Fine. So where's the picture of the business that does show those things? And why does no one ever draw it?
The organization chart is a valuable administrative convenience for two reasons: It shows which people have been grouped together for operating efficiency and it shows reporting relationships. But it must not be confused with the "what, why and how" of the business. Unfortunately, the two are confused all the time. And when that happens, it is the organization chart, not the business, that gets managed.
The trouble is, when managers see their organizations as a collection of vertical functions (marketing here, production there, accounting down the hall), they manage accordingly. More often than not, a senior manager who oversees several functions will manage them on an individual basis. Goals are set for each unit separately. Meetings between units are limited to activity reports: Unit A learns only that Unit B processed 603 invoices last month, which was eight more than during the same month last year, and so on.
In this environment, managers of individual departments tend to perceive other functions as enemies, rather than as partners in the battle against the competition. "Silos" are built around departments: tall, thick, windowless structures that keep each department's affairs inside and everyone else's affairs out.
These silos prevent interdepartmental issues from being resolved between peers at low and middle levels. Cross-functional concerns (matters of scheduling or accuracy, for instance, that involve two or more departments) are pushed to the highest level. The manager at the top of one silo discusses the issue with a counterpart at the top of another. Then both bosses pass their decision back down to the levels at which the work gets done. The silo culture thus forces managers to resolve every mundane issue that arises, taking their time away from higher-priority concerns involving customers or competitors. Lower-level people, who could be handling these issues, take less responsibility for results. They come to think of themselves as mere drones.
And that's not the worst-case scenario. Sometimes department heads are so at odds that cross-functional issues don't get resolved at all. Then you start to hear of things "falling through the cracks" or "disappearing into a black hole."
As each unit tries to achieve its individual goals, it gets better and better at "making its numbers." When it gets very good at this, it is hailed as a star, a peak performer, an "optimized" function. But in fact, one unit's stellar performance at making its numbers can hinder the organization's overall performance.
For example, the sales and marketing unit can achieve its goals and become a corporate hero by selling lots of products. If those products can't be designed or delivered on schedule or at a profit—well, that's a problem for R&D or manufacturing or distribution; sales did its job.
R&D can look good by designing technically sophisticated products. They can't be sold? That's marketing's headache. Can't be made at a profit? That's manufacturing's problem. And so it goes.
Enter the senior manager who oversees these units. This executive goes to the manager of manufacturing and demands to know why manufacturing failed to produce something on time or up to specifications. The predictable response: "It's not our fault, it's those so-and-so's in R&D."
This phenomenon was described wonderfully in a 1987 Forbes magazine interview with General Motors' CEO Roger Smith. In regard to a reorganization plan Smith is explaining, Forbes asks: "Couldn't you just call in the boss of Fisher Body and say, 'If I get one more complaint about your division, you and the top three guys are finished?'"
Smith's answer sheds light on why GM and other corporate behemoths ran into so much trouble during the past decade against competitors such as the Japanese: "OK, we could do that, and it's the way we used to do it. But he [the Fisher man] says, 'Wait a minute. I did my job. My job was to fabricate a steel door, and I made a steel door, and I shipped it to GMAD. And it's GMAD's fault.' So you go over to the GMAD guy and say: 'Listen, one more lousy door and you're fired.' He says, 'Wait a minute, I took what Fisher gave me and the car division's specs and I put them together, so it's not my fault.' "
"So, you get the Chevrolet guy, and
you say, "One more lousy door and . . . " ‘Wait a minute,' he says. ‘All I got is what GMAD made.' So pretty soon you're back to the Fisher guy, and all you are doing is running around in great big circles."

What Smith just described is a silo culture. In the good old days of sellers' markets, it didn't matter much. A company could introduce products at its own pace, meet only its internal quality goals, and set prices that guaranteed adequate margins. There were no serious consequences to the evolution of functional silos. Those days are over. Most companies today have to compete in a buyer's market. We need a different way to look at, think about, and manage organizations.

**The Horizontal View**

Figure 2 illustrates a horizontal view—a “systems” view—of a company. It has some marked advantages over the traditional organization chart. For starters, it includes those three missing ingredients: the customer, the product and the flow of work.

As for that flow of work, notice that the horizontal view helps us to see how work actually gets done, which is through processes that cut across functional boundaries. Finally, it shows the internal customer-supplier relationships through which products and services are produced; that is, it shows us that function B is a customer of function A and a supplier of function C.

**Critical interfaces, which occur in the ‘white space’ on an organization chart, become visible in the horizontal view.**

This brings us to the premise behind process management: The greatest opportunities for performance improvement often lie in the functional interfaces—those points at which a baton is being passed from one department to another. For example: the passing of new product ideas from marketing to research and development; the handoff of a new product from R&D to manufacturing; and the transfer of customer billing information from sales to finance.

Critical interfaces, which occur in the "white space" on an organization chart, become visible in the horizontal view of an organization.

We said earlier that managers tend to manage the organization chart instead of the business. It is their failure to recognize what goes on in the white space that explains senior managers’ most common answer to the question, “What do you do?” That answer is: “I manage A, B and C.”

Assuming that A, B and C already have competent managers, we have to ask if the senior manager sees his or her job as re-managing those functions. If so, is that a role that justifies a salary? We don't believe so. A primary contribution of a manager at the second level or above is to manage interfaces. The boxes already have managers. The senior manager adds value by managing the white space between the boxes.

The systems view of an organization is the starting point—the foundation—for designing and managing organizations that respond effectively.
specifying the goals and general parameters of the factory. In an example of proactive process management, they then used “should” process mapping to design the production process and the key support processes. Lastly, they identified the jobs, skill sets and staffing that would be required by the processes.

Step II in a process improvement project is not the end but the beginning. If an infrastructure for the ongoing management of a process is not established, the process will fall into disrepair as quickly as a rebuilt car engine that is not kept tuned. Here are some keys to the effective practice of process management.

“Strategic” Processes
While a long-range goal may be to establish a management plan for every process, most organizations begin by identifying the critical few that warrant the investment in ongoing process management.

A strategic process is one that influences a competitive advantage
that senior management wants to establish, reinforce or expand. If the time it takes to fill a customer order is a potential competitive advantage, "order processing" is a strategic process. If the quality of customer service is a competitive advantage, the customer service process is strategic. If new products are central to the competitive advantage, the process of developing and producing products is strategic.

Those examples are all "customer processes." They produce a product or service visible to the customer. Administrative (purely internal) processes also can be strategic. For example, if the cost of producing a product or service is a competitive advantage, then budgeting and capital expenditure processes may be as strategic as design and manufacturing processes. If the ability to respond quickly to the needs of a changing market is a competitive advantage, the market research and planning processes are probably strategic. Similarly, human resource development, billing and purchasing could be strategic processes.

Top managers usually do not need sophisticated tools to identify the highest-priority candidates for process management. What they do need is a clear strategy based on competitive advantages, and a list of their organization's customer and administrative processes. By evaluating the impact of each process on the competitive advantages and on the organization's goals, they can readily identify strategic processes.

The Vertical and Horizontal Organizations

If we had to select one action that makes the greatest contribution to lasting process management, it would be the appointment of an "owner" for each key process. The process owner, or sponsor, oversees the performance of a cross-functional process. The owner monitors the process to see how well it is meeting customer requirements and internal goals. The owner ensures that a permanent team strives continuously to improve the process. The owner serves as the "white space ombudsman" who helps resolve interface problems among the different units that contribute to a process. The owner develops a plan and a budget for the process. The owner serves as the conscience, evaluator and champion of the process.

Without a process owner, the "handoffs" that occur in the white spaces tend to be ignored. As each line manager concentrates on his or her piece of a process, each department reverts to the old focus on making its numbers—often to the detriment of the process.

The process owner is akin to a "matrix manager" who oversees a cross-functional product or project. But there are two important differences. First, products and projects come and go; processes change but are permanent. Second, unlike a matrix manager, the process owner does
not represent a second organizational structure.

That statement requires some explaining. Effective process management demands the peaceful coexistence of the vertical and horizontal dimensions of an organization. In most cases, a purely horizontal organization structure—a company organized solely around processes—is not practical. It’s usually more efficient, for example, for people in finance, human resources and information systems to be grouped together.

In a process-driven environment, reporting relationships remain vertical. Functional managers retain their power. They have as much authority as in any traditional organization. Each line manager is still responsible for achieving results, allocating resources, setting policies and developing procedures.

So how do we overlay the horizontal dimension onto the vertical structure? The key is measurement. And the first step in measurement is to establish customer-focused, process-driven performance indicators.

The difference between a process-driven organization and a traditional, purely vertical organization is just this: Each function is measured against goals that reflect its contribution to one or more processes. That is, a department is measured—and its manager is judged—in terms of its impact on those customer-focused, process-driven performance indicators.

That’s where process owners come in. They not only help resolve problems in the white spaces, they ensure that process considerations continue to dominate functional interests. As long as function managers are judged and rewarded by their contributions to processes, you see no tugs-of-war between bosses, as you do in many matrix-managed organizations. By the same token, individuals are not continually torn between commitments to their vertical (line) managers and their horizontal (product or project) managers.

Therefore, process management can coexist quite peacefully with the functional organization. It doesn’t threaten people’s power or accountability, it doesn’t necessarily change the organization structure or reporting relationships, and it doesn’t change the direction of the business. It changes the way the business is conducted only by ensuring that processes (which are there already) are rational and by aligning functional goals with process goals. Good process owners don’t threaten line managers because they add value without taking anything away; they are making contributions nobody ever made before.

This picture of peace and harmony depends to a large degree, however, on the people selected to be process owners. Because of the pivotal nature of the role, a process owner generally should be a senior manager with a major equity stake in the total process; that is, someone who has...
much to gain if the process succeeds and much to lose if it fails. Furthermore, the owner should be someone who understands the workings of the entire process, the effect of the larger business environment on the process, and the effect of the process on the business. Obviously, the owner also should have strong interpersonal skills—the ability to influence, persuade and lead.

The process owner’s responsibility is usually associated with a position, rather than an individual. Often it is the person who manages the largest number of people working in the process. At one telecommunications company, for example, the vice president of finance was appointed owner for the billing process. When he left that job, his successor became the process owner.

**An Institution**

In an organization that goes beyond “improvement projects” and institutionalizes process management, each key process has an owner. Each has a permanent team that meets regularly to figure out how to make further improvements. Each process has a map that documents its various steps and the departments or functions that perform those steps. Each has a set of customer-driven measures that shape its functional measures. Each has an annual business plan that includes its expected results.

---

**Institutionalized process management is a culture.**

---

objectives, budget and nonfinancial resource requirements.

To ensure that key processes meet these and other performance criteria, IBM, Ford and Boeing have created process certification ratings. At Ford, for instance, a process must meet 35 criteria to achieve the top rating of “1” on a four-point scale. These criteria range from a basic requirement that the process have a name and be documented to a demand that the process be assessed by customers as “defect free.”

Institutionalized process management is more than adherence to a particular methodology. It is a culture. It’s a culture in which process owners, teams and line managers practice continuous improvement rather than sporadic problem solving. Managers use their relationship and process maps to orient new employees, evaluate strategic alternatives and improve their service to internal and external customers. The needs of those customers drive goal setting and decision making. Policies, technology and personnel decisions all support the overriding goal: efficient and effective processes.

Geary Rummler and Alan Brache are partners in the Rummler-Brache Group, a consulting firm in Warren, NJ. Rummler is a member of the HRD Hall of Fame.

This article is adapted with permission from their new book Improving Performance: How to Manage the White Space on the Organization Chart, published by Jossey-Bass, San Francisco.
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